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Introduction and Method
In 1994 I were a second year resident in neurosurgery, A bout 

of young males with cervical fractures ( about 6 in number in 
twenties of age) admitted to our center in Baghdad in interval of 
3 months, all due to jumping to swim in different situations and 
places [1-10]. Three of them were with C3 fracture and immediate 
quadriplegia, developed RDS and couldn’t adapt for this in spite of 
non-surgical supportive measures, so died. The other 3 patients 
came with C4 fractures; they overcome the RDS with the same 
supportive measures to end with complete quadriplegia they 
stay alive for long in a tragic situation. It was very sad for a joiner 
resident like me. This triggered all my mental powers to help them. 
At that time there were no implantable chips to be put in or on 
brain motor cortex to pick up a signals to a limb sleeve through 
computer aid* [10-20]. So my plan was to pick up a patient’s will 
signal from what has been left for him as a motor function, here it is 
available in numerous facial muscles. He still can control them. So in 
a manner similar to electromyography EMG studies we can record 
a signal or a group of signals in one activity like blinking or any 
other simple facial task through implanted non metallic electrodes 
to a implanted microcomputer to generate from this single impulse 
a package of patterned impulses conveyed also by non metallic 
(electro-conductive polymers)** electrodes to a related group 
of muscles everywhere in the body by subcutaneous tunnels 
like that done by neurosurgeons when passing the ventriclo-
peritoneal shunt catheter from the burr hole done in the skull of the 
hydrocephalus patient down to the abdomen where the peritoneal 
cavity lies. This group of muscles receive the synchronized electric 
pulses to perform some task or function like lifting a glass of water 
and approximate it to the mouth for drinking, or to make lower limb 
auto- physiotherapy (active movements) and so on [21-25].

This project was written in 1996 and sent to Canada for 
evaluation or to be applied by some research center, a friend who  

 
is a medical doctor and he runs a medical trading company came 
to Iraq to work with the Iraq-UN memorandum of understanding 
of oil VS food, he was live and work in Canada, Iraq was under UN 
blockade so we cannot perform such project, unfortunately to date 
we cannot apply our thoughts!!! [25-31].

Six months later I heard part of this project is worked on by 5 
teams from all over the world cooperate to perform it, when I called 
this friend by land phone who took it to Canada he informed me 
that when he disclosed it to a neurosurgeon, the later informed my 
friend that this project is being worked on before 2 months from 
this date, so it is not a new. I stopped thinking in this project. But 
as time passes I did not hear any hint about such project which 
was termed ‘’FREE LIMBS’’ or ‘’FREE HANDS’’ [32-40]. However 
several years I found some informations about it in the net but now 
I wonder no notice in many search engines to make it as a reference. 
I cannot say it is not exist because I heard about it by chance from 
Iraqi doctor who migrated to UK and became the head of spinal 
cord injured patients there in 1996, he came to Iraq in an attempt 
to brief us about their work in UK and the recent advances in the 
world which it was my project!!! 

Discussion
This project combines many arts in surgery and basic 

sciences like electrophysiology, computer programming science 
and engineering, microelectronics with nanopolymers***. 
Neurosurgeon, plastic surgeon, faciomaxilary and orthopedic 
surgeon. This team of surgeons work together with the electro 
physiologist to make the beginning of the pathway in quadriplegic 
facial muscles where electrodes should be put to pick up a signal 
from certain muscles not usually the patient use them in a daily 
expressive facial movements, like the signature at the end of a 
written text, where signature is done when and where it is needed 
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and of course it is a personal will [41-46]. We need to design a 
microchip to be embedded into the selected trigger muscle (facial) 
this chip have to be capable of send its (dendrites) to as much as 
muscle fibers. This chip act as synaptic system. By this we may be in 
need of anatomist and let us say a new brand a ‘’microanatomist’’. 
By coming to the conveying wires, which are usually metal, it is 
used to use gold or silver. A relative new science, electro conductive 
polymers**, brought to us polymers which are organic non metallic 
with very good flexibility and biologically friendly can transmit 
electricity near that of metals. Another option we can use fiber 
optics to transmit laser signals these fibers are inert, flexible and 
not need isolation, so we need laser technology sciences. These 
conveyers (efferents) are passing under skin by tunneling to reach 
a digital processor also imbedded under skin this processor when 
receive this signal/s generates a preprogrammed cascade of pulses 
transmitted to effecter organs which are the muscles in limbs 
by efferent conveyers. Here also, we need some array of signals 
distributed to more muscle fibers for suitable powerful contraction.

This is an old technique by getting the signal from facial muscles 
rather than directly from brain motor cortex*. But it has advantages 
like less damage in less vital structures like brain cortex, less chance 
of intracranial infection and hemorrhage. Cortical implants will 
stay as a spare choice. The whole system here is subcutaneous so 
no matter of infections in exit-inlet sites and no sleeves covering the 
wanted limb, if we want moving the whole body we need to cover 
the body with what is similar to war shields.

Recommendation
We need to give life to this project by overcoming the difficulties 

had lead to its discontinuation. For that I ask the interested 
communities who are interested in lessen the sufferings of such 
tragic conditions of Tetraplegics to make some real and practical 
communication with me to put the plans for the details of each step 
in order to bring it to light. Due to chronic problems in Iraq, my 
country, where I reside, unfortunately these events does not allow 
us performing such giant steps.
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